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Dustin Edwards 
Sean Hughes 

On the evening of November 6, 2013, two officers were pushed down a stairway in a NYCHA 
development patrolled by PSA-3. The department called a level one mobilization in response, 
drawing a number of officers to the scene. 

Two of these officers, Sergeant Dustin Edwards and Police Officer Sean Hughes, knocked on an 
apartment door where a woman lived with her sons, entered the apartment, and arrested both sons. 
They took the sons to the 90th Precinct. Four days earlier, Police Officer Mark Holder, investigating 
a robbery for the 90th Precinct detective squad, had issued I-cards (an instrument designating to 
patrol officers that a detective squad has probable cause to arrest an individual) for two robbery 
suspects, including one of the brothers. 

PO Holder was not on duty on the evening of November 6. The arrest of both sons was 
documented by the desk officer of the 90th precinct, and both Hughes and Edwards’s names and 
Tax ID numbers appear in the command log, although Hughes’s name and number were crossed 
out and replaced with PO Holder (who was not on duty when the sons were arrested) at some later 
point. The desk sergeant, who manages the command log, could not remember the incident and was 
not familiar with PO Hughes and Sergeant Edwards (who were housing officers not frequently in 
the precinct). In subsequent paperwork PO Holder noted that one of the two had been arrested by 
PO Hughes. The two were kept overnight but were not charged with the robbery. 

Both Sergeant Edwards and PO Hughes specifically denied arresting the two sons, and specifically 
denied entering the 90th precinct. Both stated they were involved in the investigation of the injured 
officer but were not involved with the arrests. 

The CCRB found that Sergeant Edwards had supervised an unlawful entry to the apartment. 

Based on the fact that the documentary evidence showed that the officers had brought the two 
people to the 90th precinct and provided their accurate Tax IDs to the desk sergeant, the CCRB 
found that they both made false statements when they denied any involvement in the arrests.  

Sergeant Edwards had previously been noteworthy because his membership in a racist Facebook 
group had been introduced at a trial where he claimed to have found a gun that the defendant 
claimed was planted. See https://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/06/nyregion/on-facebook-nypd-
officers-malign-west-indian-paradegoers.html. 

The NYPD found Sergeant Edwards guilty of improperly entering a premise and forced him to 
forfeit three vacation days. 

The NYPD did not punish Sergeant Edwards for the false statement and the CCRB allegations are 
listed only as “other misconduct” in a letter from the district attorney. 



Complainant/Victim Type Home Address

Witness(es) Home Address

Subject Officer(s) Shield TaxID Command

1. POM Sean Hughes 15710 PSA 3

2. SGT Dustin Edwards 02809 PSA 3

Witness Officer(s) Shield No Tax No Cmd Name

1. DT3 Mark Holder 6724 090 DET

2. SGT Ercan Aydin 01437 090 PCT

3. POM Michael Nocerino 28102 PSA 3

4. LT Ronald Perez 00000 PSA 3

5. LT Christophe Cantelmi 00000 090 PCT

Officer(s) Allegation Investigator Recommendation

A .  SGT Dustin Edwards Abuse of Authority: Sgt. Dustin Edwards entered and 
searched  in Brooklyn.

A .  

B .  SGT Dustin Edwards Abuse of Authority: Sgt. Dustin Edwards stopped  B .  

 

E .  POM Sean Hughes Other: PO Sean Hughes provided a false official statement to 
the CCRB when he denied entering  

 in Brooklyn and arresting .

E .  

F .  SGT Dustin Edwards Other: Sgt. Dustin Edwards provided a false official 
statement to the CCRB when he denied entering  

 in Brooklyn and arresting  
.

F .  

Investigator: Team: CCRB Case #: ¨ Force ¨ Discourt. ¨ U.S.

Simon Wang               Squad #2                      
          

201310485  Abuse ¨ O.L. ¨ Injury

Incident Date(s) Location of Incident: Precinct: 18 Mo. SOL EO SOL

Wed, 11/06/2013   9:00 PM 90 05/06/2015 5/6/2015

Date/Time CV Reported CV Reported At: How CV Reported: Date/Time Received at CCRB

Thu, 11/07/2013  12:44 PM CCRB Phone Thu, 11/07/2013  12:44 PM

CCRB INVESTIGATIVE RECOMMENDATION
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CCRB – Confidential 

did not recall going to the 90th Precinct stationhouse. PO Nocerino was not aware of any arrests at 

 that evening.  

PO Nocerino did not know how long he was present at  He did not know 

whether he was there the entire time from 6:40 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. PO Nocerino did not recall what 

the administrative reason was for him going out of service at 9:00 p.m. 

Witness Officer: Lt. RONALD PEREZ 

• Lt. Perez is a -old Hispanic male, who is 6’3” tall and weighs 250 pounds. He has 
brown hair and brown eyes.

• At the time of the interview, Lt. Perez was assigned to the aviation unit. On November 6, 
2013, Lt. Perez was the platoon commander of PSA 3. He was dressed in uniform and was 
driven by PO Hughes in patrol car number 

Memo Book 

On November 6, 2013, at 6:40 p.m., Lt. Perez arrived at  in response to a 

call for assistance regarding two police officers injured at the location. A level one mobilization 

was initiated to search for the suspect. The level one mobilization was terminated at 12:05 a.m. 

on November 7, 2013. (encl. 8e-h) 

CCRB Statement 

On November 12, 2014, Lt. Ronald Perez was interviewed at the CCRB. (encl. 8i-k) 

On November 6, 2013 at approximately 6:40 p.m., Lt. Perez and PO Hughes went to  

 in response to a call for assistance (10-13) by two police officers who were 

injured. Lt. Perez and PO Hughes found PO Eusebi and PO Dimichele, the two injured officers 

inside the stairwell on the second floor of the building. PO Dimichele was unconscious, and PO 

Eusebi was injured lying on his back. PO Eusebi informed Lt. Perez that while he and PO 

Dimichele were conducting a vertical patrol inside the stairwell of the building, they encountered 

two individuals inside the stairwell. One of the individuals, a black male, reached towards his 

waistband upon seeing the officers. One of the officers grabbed that individuals hand, and that 

individual responded by pushing the officers, causing them to fall down the stairwell. The 

individual then fled the location out of the first floor landing. PO Eusebi then transmitted a 10-13. 

Lt. Perez authorized a level one mobilization to search for the suspect. Lt. Perez did not recall 

whether there was any description of the suspect’s clothing available to him. Lt. Perez directed 

PO Hughes to remain with the injured officers to ensure they were properly treated and 

transported to the hospital, while Lt. Perez went to the building lobby to direct officers arriving in 

response to the level one mobilization.  

There was a large number of police officers from the various commands in the region who 

responded to the call for assistance prior to Lt. Perez’s arrival, and more officers responded to the 

level one mobilization. Lt. Perez directed officers to conduct vertical patrols of multiple 

apartment buildings in the vicinity. Lt. Perez did not recall whether Sgt. Edwards was present, 

and did not recall issuing any orders to Sgt. Edwards. Lt. Perez also began to conduct vertical 

patrols.  

At a point in the evening which Lt. Perez did not recall, but was “quite some time” after he first 

arrived, Lt. Perez was inside the stairwell of  conducting a vertical patrol, 

as he walked past the 4th floor, he saw through the window of the stairwell fire door, several 
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police officers in both uniform and plainclothes, from different commands, escorting a young 

black male in handcuffs through the   hallway. The only officer amongst them that Lt. 

Perez recalled was Lt. Christopher Cantelmi of the 90th Precinct. Lt. Perez did not see PO Hughes 

or Sgt. Edwards. Lt. Perez did not see which apartment the officers came from and he did not 

know who the individual under arrest was. He did not recall whether Sgt. Edwards or PO Hughes 

were amongst the officers.  Lt. Perez escorted those officers downstairs, where he encountered 

executive level officers whom he debriefed regarding the level one mobilization, and so his 

attention was diverted. Lt. Perez had not directed any officer to enter any apartment and Lt. Perez 

did not order any officers to run computer checks or warrant checks in search of suspects. Lt. 

Perez stated that such orders would have come from the squad level. The only form of search that 

Lt. Perez ordered was a K-9 unit scent search, starting from the second floor. The dog did not 

lead officers to a suspect. Lt. Perez did not know whether at any point the K-9 unit lead officers 

to anywhere on the  . Lt. Perez denied entering  He also denied knocking on 

any apartment doors or instructing any officers to knock on any doors.   

 

Lt. Perez went to the rear of the outside of the building where he debriefed PO Vinod Seepersad 

and PO Toby Sullivan. Amongst the numerous officers that Lt. Perez ordered to patrol  

 PO Seepersad and PO Sullivan were the only two officers he recalled. At 

around this time, PO Hughes approached Lt. Perez and they spoke about PO Eusebi and PO 

Dimichele’s condition. As he spoke to them, a red laser light was pointed at Lt. Perez from the 

vicinity of the   of . This caused Lt. Perez to fear that the laser was part 

of a firearm aimed towards him, and to call for an aviation unit in support and to direct officers to 

conduct vertical patrols of that building in order to locate that suspect. Lt. Perez returned to  

 and continued to conduct vertical patrols inside that building. Lt. Perez was 

later informed that two suspects were arrested inside  on the , 

from the same apartment. The first arrest was of someone wanted for , Lt. Perez 

believed that the second arrest was for the same crime, but he was not sure. Lt. Perez did not 

know how the suspects were located or what led officers to arrest them. Lt. Perez did not know 

the names of the individuals arrested. The arrested individuals were taken to the 90th Precinct 

stationhouse. Lt. Perez was informed that a sector patrol car from PSA 3 transported the suspects 

to the 90th Precinct stationhouse, but he was not sure. Lt. Perez did not know whether that was the 

suspect he witnessed being escorted out earlier. Lt. Perez had no knowledge of who made the 

arrests. The information Lt. Perez received about  suspects was all second hand 

information, he did not recall who informed him or when he was given that information.  

 

Lt. Perez did not recall whether the suspect who caused injuries to PO Eusebi and PO Dimichele 

was apprehended. Lt. Perez pointed out that he was transferred to the Aviation Unit four days 

after the incident. Lt. Perez terminated the level one mobilization because he had been ordered to 

by his commanding officer.  

 

Witness Officer: Lt. CHRISTOPHER CANTELMI  

• Lt. Cantelmi is a -old white male, who is 6’0” tall and weighs 195 pounds. He is bald 

and has blue eyes.  

• On November 6, 2013, Lt. Cantelmi was the platoon commander of the 90th Precinct. He was 

dressed in uniform and assigned to a marked RMP number  operated by PO Stephen 

Loffredo.   
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Memo Book 

Lt. Cantelmi had no memo book entries related to this incident. On November 6, 2013, Lt. 

Cantelmi went on patrol with PO Loffredo at approximately 6:35 p.m. The next entry was for a 

report of a missing child at approximately 7:15 at the corner of . 

At 7:45 p.m., the child was reunited with the mother. (encl. 8l-n). 

 

CCRB Statement 

On November 17, 2014, Lt. Cantelmi was interviewed at the CCRB. (encl. 8o-p)  

 

On November 6, 2013, at a time he did not recall, Lt. Cantelmi went to the intersection of 

 in response to the level one mobilization regarding the 

injuries to PO Eusebi and PO Dimichele. Lt. Cantelmi did not recall whether he responded 

immediately upon hearing about the incident over the radio, or whether he responded hours later. 

However, Lt. Cantelmi was aware that Lt. Perez of PSA 3 was supervising the response, as were 

superiors of higher rank. Lt. Cantelmi also pointed out that from 7:15 p.m. to 7:45 p.m., he was 

responding to the report of the missing child, although the two incidents were close to each other 

geographically. At the intersection of , Lt. Cantelmi saw 

Lt. Perez. Lt. Cantelmi asked Lt. Perez whether he required any assistance. Lt. Perez declined.  

 

Lt. Cantelmi did not exit his vehicle while speaking to Lt. Perez. Lt. Cantelmi denied that he 

entered  going to  or entering the apartment. Lt. Cantelmi had 

no knowledge of any arrest that took place at  He denied knowing  

 or  

 

NYPD Documents  

 

Event Information  

On November 6, 2013, at 6:34 p.m., a call of officers in need of assistance, (10-13) was reported 

at  in Brooklyn. Two officers were injured, and a suspect fled the location. 

The officers were on the second floor. The suspect was a black male 5’6” tall, shirtless and 

wearing blue jeans. The officers had back injuries and EMS was called. At 6:54 p.m., a level one 

mobilization was authorized. At 7:19 p.m., aviation was requested to respond to the location. 

During the level one mobilization, there were no radio transmissions mentioning  

  or  The level one mobilization was terminated at 10:11 p.m. 

(encl. 9kk-oo) 

 

Event Summary 

There were no other Events at  in Brooklyn at the time of this incident 

(encl. 9ii-jj).  

 

90th Precinct Command Log 

On November 6, 2013, at 10:00 p.m.,  was entered into the command log as an 

arrestee. He was arrested at  at 9:40 p.m. for . His arresting officer 

was “PO Hughes” but that was crossed out with a single line and “PO Holder” written above it. 

The tax number of the arresting officer was “  but that was crossed out with a single line 

and “  written above it. The shield number of the arresting officer was, “15710.” The 

arresting officer’s command was “PSA 3,” but that was crossed out and “90 PDU” written above 

it. The supervisor verifying arrest was “Sgt. Edwards,” tax number “  It was noted that 

 was lodged at the detective squad (encl. 9n).   
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY
) KINGS COUNTY

4 SS0JAY STREET
: BROOKLYN.NY11201-2908

713) 2502000

Eric Gonzalez [INSERT NAME]
reSonar Assistant District Attomey

[INSERT DATE]

[INSERT D/C INFO]
Re: [INSERT CASE NAME]

Kings County Dkt/Ind. No. [#4488444]

In connection with the above-named case, the People voluntarily provide the following information
regarding:

MOS NAME: DUSTIN EDWARDS.

MOS TAX: —

in satisfaction (to the extent applicable)of theirconstitutional, statutory.and ethical obligations. Further,
the People reserve the right to move in limine to preclude reference to this information,orotherwise to
object 0 its use and/or introduction intoevidence.

Disclosure # 1:
THE NYPD SUBSTANTIATED THE FOLLOWING ALLEGATIONS), DATED06/20/2006, AGAINST THE MOS:
~ DRV-OTHER DEPT RULES/PROCEDURESDISPOSITION
ACTION TAKEN: “8” CD ISSUED
CASE CLOSED: 04/03/2007

Disclosure #2:
THE MOS PLED GUILTY TO THE FOLLOWINGDEPARTMENTAL CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM AN
INCIDENT ON OR ABOUT NOVEMBER 6, 2013:
~ THE MOS ENGAGED IN CONDUCT PREJUDICIALTO THE GOOD ORDER, EFFICIENCY OR DISCIPLINE OF THE

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT, IN THAT HE ENTEREDA RESIDENCE WITHOUT SUFFICIENT LEGAL
AUTHORITY

AS A RESULT, THE MOS FORFEITED THREE (3) VACATION DAYS.

Disclosure #3:
THE NYPD SUBSTANTIATED THE FOLLOWING ALLEGATIONS), DATED06/27/2016, AGAINST THE MOS:
1. MEMOBOOKINCOMPLETE/IMPROPER
2. FAILED TO SUPERVISE
ACTION TAKEN: 8-CO ISSUED.
CASE CLOSED: 07/05/2016.



 

 

Disclosure # 4: 
THE PEOPLE ARE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS ACTION(S) AND/OR STATE TORT CIVIL 
LAWSUIT(S) IN WHICH THE INDICATED OFFICER HAS BEEN NAMED AS AN INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANT. NOTE, THE 
DISPOSITION INFORMATION MAY NOT BE CURRENT. 
 

PLAINTIFF DOCKET COURT FILED DISPOSED DISPOSITION 

Hernandez, 
Aaren 

13-CV-860 E.D.N.Y 02/15/2013 09/19/2013 
 

Settlement, 
without admission 
of fault or liability 

Johnson, Tyrone 13-CV-463 E.D.N.Y 01/25/2013 09/04/2013 Settlement, 
without admission 
of fault or liability 

Leach, Terrell 14-CV-3663 E.D.N.Y 06/10/2014 04/30/2015 Settlement, 
without admission 
of fault or liability 

 
THE PEOPLE ARE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING CCRB SUBSTANTIATED AND/OR PENDING ALLEGATIONS AGAINST 
THIS OFFICER: 
 
Disclosure # 5: 
CCRB CASE: 201310485 
REPORT DATE: 11/07/2013 
INCIDENT DATE: 11/06/2013 
CCRB SUBSTANTIATED ALLEGATION(S): 

1. ABUSE – PREMISES ENTERED AND/OR SEARCHED 
 NYPD DISPOSITION: APU: GUILTY; PENALTY FORFEIT VACATION 3 DAYS 
OTHER MISCONDUCT NOTED (NO CCRB JURISDICTION): 

1. OMN – FAILURE TO PREPARE A MEMO BOOK ENTRY 

2. OMN – OTHER MISCONDUCT 

 
Disclosure # 6: 
CCRB CASE: 201407652 
REPORT DATE: 07/28/2014 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

Eric Gonzalez 

District Attorney 

Kings County 
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